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EDITORIAL

It ie obvious that serious research into astrology is

prospering today i both, our rival-(snd nevertheless good

friend)-journal CORRELATION, and the present ASTRO-PSYCHO-

LOGICAL PROBLEMS, receive the hoped for attention from an

international readership.

Beside writing and reading, the astrologers interes

ted in research have, this year,: a most interesting op

portunity to meet again at the THIRD RESEARCH CONFEREN'CE

organised by the British Astrological Association at the

Institute of Psychiatry of London, on May 21st-22nd.

Researchers - including sceptics - who would be

prepared to speak, or merely to attend, are invited to

send relevant details to Charles Harvey, Research Sec

tion, 36 Tweedy Road, Bromley, Kent, U.K.

Of course, beside this special event in the world of

research, many other Conferences offer opportunities for

meeting and discussing astrological problems. See ten

tative list on page 46 (please inform us of omissions).

Therefore, Psychologists and Astrologers, "aiguisez

vos plumes" as we say here, or : sharpen your pens for

fruitful written and spoken discussions.

Marie Schneider



"Tea, the Jux3r",.a.B.B.C. anlsslon produced Colin Lewis, Autumn 1982.

II _ ARE THE ASTROLOGERS ALSO PREJUDICED ?

Extract commented on by Hans Eysenck^

Diis is a foUow-op of "Tou, the Juiy si- How Preconception works
on the Scientists' Side", commented on by Martin Preeman.
In this debate forum with a studio audience who votes on a notion

before and after the discussion, Patrick Moore, TV astronomer and
. sceptic, assisted by his "witnesses" Colin Ronan and John Mason,
defended the notion ; "Astrolocy has no scientific or factual basis",
while Martin Preeman, astrologer, president of the Paculty of Astro
logical Studies, assisted by his "witnesses" Sinon Best, psychologist,
and Patrick Cuny, historian of science, attacked it, intending to

' prove that Astrology actually has a factual basis.
At the beginning of the Programme, the votes of the audience were :

56 ̂  in favour of Patrick Moore's motion, 12 against it, and 32
undecided. At the end of the debate, 49 ̂  tier^ still for the notion,
but the initial 12 ̂  against it had risen to 26 showing that many
voters of the "Jury" had not found Patridc Moore- and his vitnessos'
defmse convincing. Their authoritarian and rigid attitude seems to
have contributed to this success of the astrologers, whose attitude
was fairer. Vere, then, the astrologers devoid of prsjudico ? Let
us give another extract in order to examine thla point.

Speaker t Simon Beet is a psychologist and editor of 8 new
Journal on astrological research.

Martin Freeman ; Now, Simon, you are a Faculty Diploma Hol
der^ Can you tell us something about the factual basis of
the birth chart 7

Simon Best ; Yes. The birth chart ia a map of the heavens
for a moment in time, drawn up with the Earth at the cen
ter. The Sun, the Moon and the planets are all shown in
their correct zodiacal longitude, measured from the first
point of Ariee (which has nothing to do with the constel
lations^). This map ia then oriented to the celestial
horizon.

V ** Professor at the Institute of Pcychlatry, Oiairman Department of
Psychology, Denmark Bill, liondon SE5 6AF, 0,1C.

jy*- In the very beginnings of astrology, astrologers may have taken ac
count of the fixed stars and achuil constellations (even before defined
by Ptolemy). This became our Tropical Zodiac, an equal-interval system
still used today bf astronomers and astrologers as a frame of reference.
As opposed to the Tropical, a Sidereal Zodiac uses certain key stars,
e.g. Antares, Aldebaran, Spica, as the determining points in fixing this
squally unchanging ̂ stem, against which the Tropical is seen to move by
precession (Powell, 1983; Powell 4 Treadgold, 1979).

Martin Freeman t So wo do have a factual Starting point.
Now can you tall us about some of the Gauquelin evidence
supporting astrological principles 7

Simon Best t Yes. This is twenty yeers of work by psy
chologists Michel and Frangoise Gauquelin t they found
a correlation between the positions of the planets and
the charts of people eminent in certain professions.
For different professionals, the Gauquelins found dif
ferent planets significantly more often in certain sen
sitive positions in the charts, namely around the eas
tern horizon, known as the Ascendant; and around the
highest point in the chart, known as the Midheaven.
For example, athletes were found to have Mars, as op
posed to eny other planet, more often near the Ascen
dant end Midheevon than expected. Scientists, by con
trast, had Saturn in similar positions; and writers the
Moon. And these findings have been replicated by them
selves, and by independent researchere in a number of
countries.

Martin Freeman t Right. So this supports traditional
astrological attributes of the planets involved. Those
were professions, basically. How does this link in with
the personality of people 7

Simon Best : Recently further work by the Gauquelins,
and also by the eminent psychologists, professor Hans
Eysenck and his wife Sybil, at the Institute of Psy
chiatry, has correlated Introversion and Extravsrsion
with certain planetary positions in the birth charts
of these professionals. For example, they found'high
oxtraversion linked to Mars near the Ascendant and
Midheaven, and high introversion linked to Sauurn in
similar positions (Gauquelin &. Eysenck, 1979, 1981).
So they basically propose that personality traits are
the intervening factors connecting the planetary posi
tions end eminence. This was published in a number of
places, including in professor Eysenck's recent book
(Eysenck, 1982), and in "Correlation", the research
Journal I edit (1982).
And professor Eyaenck has said that, if their evidence
was for any other effect in the social sciences, it
would have been accepted many years ego, because in
some cases the statistics, in terms of chance, are in
excess of a million to one. And really, the onus is
on those who dispute it to prove that it is all arte
fact.

Speaker : Now, Patrick Moore, your questions for Simon
Best.



Patrick Hoore t Yes. Mr. Best, first of sll, you claim
that the positions of the planets in the sky, egainst
the constellations, affect human character and destiny?

Simon Best i Against the so-called "Signs of the Zodiac",
not the constellations. (...)

Patrick Hoore > You say that the position of Mars against
Just simply disconnected patterns of stars, or against a
sign, can affect human character and destiny. I'm asking
you again t how can it happen 7

Simon Best t (tries to answert interrupted)

Patrick Hoore(derisive) : Is it vibrations ?

Simon Best i It's a position of Mars at certain points
in the chart, namely, as I said, the Ascendant and the
Midheaven.

Patrick Hoore t Yes, but how does it affect humanity 7

Simon Best t Well, this has to be discovered. The first
thing is to accept that these correlations are there.

Comments, bv Hans Evsenck

The discussion between Simon Best and Patrick Moore,
on the B.B.C. programme, illustrates the degree to which
adherents and opponents of astrology tend to exaggerate
the facts supporting their respective positions.

Patrick Moore tends to be so emotionally involved
in dismissing astrology, that he has never bothered to
look impartially at the evidence in its favour; he tends
to become incoherent in his arguments, interrupts those
trying to discuss the facts rationally, and really cannot
be bothered with getting the facts right. Thus he seems
to believe that the Gauquelins' work was concerned with
the positions of the planets as related to the constel
lations, which.is of course quite untrue; the Gauquelins'
argument affects the relative position of the planets,
as seen from the Earth as rising, in mid-heaven, or des
cending.

Simon Best is clearly much better acquainted with
the facts..But he tends to play down those aspects of
the Gauquslins' findings which are not in agreement with
aetrological prediction. The position is that astrologers
would have denoted the important regions in the sky, where
planets might be found related to the professions in which
certain people were eminent, as located Just before the

apparent rise of tho planet; in actual fact, ths impor
tant regions were found by the Gauquslins to be Just
after the riso of .the planet, and oast mid-heaven.
Best disguises this contradiction by seying that "ths
Geuquelins found different planets significantly more
often in certain sensitive positions in the birth
charts, namely around the Eastern horizon.(...) and
around the highest point in the chart." The interviewer
drew the conclusion from this that "this supports tra
ditional astrological attributes of the planets invol
ved". Clearly, however, it does so only to a limited
extent; the "houses" involved were in fact found to be
quite different from those anticipated by traditional
astrology. In a similar way. Best attemps to disguise
the true disagreement, in respect to the work on perso
nality, between the Gauquelins and astrologers by say
ing that high extraversion was "linked to Jupiter end
Mars near the Ascendant and Mid-heaven." This again
disguises the fact that astrological predictions would
have related personality to houses other than those in
which the Gauquelina discovered a relationship.

Again, Best claims that the positions of ths planets
against the so—called "Signs of the Zodiac" affect human
character and destiny. Here there were indeed some empi
rical studies which purported to show a relationship,
e.g. between extraversion-introversiori and neuroticism,
on the one hand, and birth under ths odd or even signs
of the zodiac, or under the water signs. However, as
Eysenck &. Nias (1982) have shown very clearly, these
relationships vanish when subjects are studied who are
quite ignorant of astrology, do not know under which^

'  sign of the zodiac they were born, or what the putative
relation is between these signs and personality. It
seems, therefore, that the observed relationships are
statistical artefacts, dub to a person's knowledge of

' his putative character traits leading him to shift
his questionnaire description of his personality slight
ly in the direction indicated by the astrologer.

Results reported by the Gauquelins (1978) come to
similar conclusions. Calculating the sun sign positions
at the birth of 15,560 notable people, they found that
the results "do not demonstrate any real, influence of
the astrological sun signs on success in their career."
Analyses of moon sign experiments gave a similar negc- .
tivB result.

Equally negative were the Gauquelins' investigations
of several thousands of births relating the sun, moon,
and M.C. data for J,923 pairs of one parent/one child.
This was done to study the astrological hypothesis that
there are common features in the horoscopic charts bet
ween parents and children, with respect to the signs of



the zodiac^ The data again fail to show any evidonce
for this hypothesis.

The Gauquelins* data, fascinating and convincing
as. they are, should not be over-interpreted,to give
support to astrological hypotheses which are, in fact,
not supported by the findings. To do this only gives
weapons to critics who deny the possibility of any
relationships between hurnan behaviour and planetary
aspects at birth, on a priori grounds.
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Simon Best answers Prof'esaor Eysesck's cooments t .

In reply to Professor Bysenck's ccaaeats on my stateoents, the main pdnt
to bear in mind is that they were made as the initial 'position* stateaents
from vhich, I hoped, a more detailed discussion would, develop. As it turned
out, this proved virtually impossible. Die pzogramme format and intended
audience also restricted the level of intricacy possible for discussion.

As editor of Correlation. X am of course aware of the current state of the
evidence and the arguments about it. Regarding the 'sensitive' areas of the
chart, I am well aware that the peak area for most of the Gauquelin results
is just above the Ascendant and beyond the Midheavenj however a significant
excess above chance also occurs at the Ascendant and Midheavea ('Astrology,
Science or Superstition ?" p.l90)''and this fact has, I think, been unduly
undei^-emphasized. Such findings do corroborate the significance of the Ascen
dant and Midheaven since these also act as the reference points for the ac
tual peaks. Diey also support the traditional astrological attrilutes of the
planets involved, notwithstanding the peak positions.

Similarly, the relationship with introversion and eztraversion is strong
for the planets in the chart positions stated, including the actual Ascendant.
For example, introverted scientists show a significant effect with Satum on
the Ascendant, although the peak occurs just above ("Cosmic Influences on
Human Behaviour", lUtura, 1978, p.129)."*

As for the present disparities between the Cauquelin results and astrolo
gical expectations, perhaps what effects remain to be elucidated — besides
inaccurate birthtimes and the specific factor of eminence — is just how much
the counteracting or reinforcing positions of other planets in the came chart
are affecting findings. For example, if Satum is on or just below the
Ascendant, but Mars, Jupiter or the Sun is just above (in the 'peek' position^
how will this affect career eminence and introversion-extraversion score 7
It must have come effect, particularly-since independant effects have already
been shown for Karo and Jupiter. Also, the modifying effect of 'hard' and
•soft' aspects (besides conjunction)from other significant planets in the
chart to planets tising' or 'culminating' still has to be properly analysed
and quantified. Astrology would certainly eopect such a quantifyable, modi
fying effect. Dius I think Professor iysenck overstates the finality and
implications of the accumulated results to date, which still need to be
further elucidated.

Regarding the 'signs of the zodiac', I made this interjection just to
keep Patrick Moore within the correct frame of reference and to try to pre
vent even further confusion. I am of course aware of the evidence for a
'prio3>-knowledge' effect and would have been happy to discuss this idea,
along with some of the latest research of Professor Snithers and David Gchen
(Correlation. 2,2,12-20). I am aware of the Gauquelins' general conclusions
in this area, although I am not sure that the quote that their results do
not demonstrate any real influence of the astrological Sun-signs on success
in the career can necessarily be taken to imply no effect on personall'^.

In conclusion, my statements should be seen in their context as general
simplified summaries of results to promote discussion and not as attempts
to mislead or misrepresent results to strengthen the astrolog^ical position.

i/- fieproduced on p. 8.
towtt CUMMATlOfl
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CHOOSE YOUR SCIENCE

Rsflections on the debate on "You, the Jury"

by Patrick Curry

133TRACT

la this debate, neither the scientists tiying to show that astrology
is unscientific, nor tho astrologers tiying to show that it is scientific,,
were able to conauunicate their conviction to the other party. Each side
was talking past the other, because their idea about wliat science is
differed. Becoming aware of these differing ideologies would have helped
both parties to understa.nd the other's thesis. This is an important
psychological hint for more fruitful future discussicns.

The 1982 B.B.C.-Radio programme "You, the Jury", on
whether or not there la a scientific basis for astrology,
was a very revealing occasion for anyone interested in
that subject. The importance lies not in any progress
made by the participants towards a conclusion - which
was little or none' - but rather in how the debate was
carried on. Without examining the transcript in detail,
I would like to point out whet I. think we can learn from
it. ' .

The debate consisted of a struggle between scientists-
trying to show that astrology-is unscientific, and astro
logers trying tc show that astrology is - at least fun
damentally - scientific. Obviously, the crucial point
et stake is the definition of sciencei for that will de
termine whether or not astrology, as presented, will qua
lify for admission.

Now, what was most striking during the programme was
the way both sides represented science in ways that result
in either excluding or including astrology. Yet it could
not be said that either side's image of science was com
pletely falsa'. But the images were carefully selected,
for certain rhetorical (i.e. persussive) purposes. In that
case, it is justified to speak of an ideology of science.

Ideology

The term "ideology" is treditionally associated with
the Marxist analysis of class struggle, an overly restric
tive usaga."... there is, strictly speaking, no such thing
as ̂  ideology! there are only ideological aspects of
symbol-systems." (Giddens, 1979).

1/ -* Sc., 26 Upper Addiecn Gardens, London W24 BAT.
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This approach allows us to see images of science as
one-sided distortions, rather than complete fictions.
It also occords with the work of M. Fouceult, which sug
gests the existence of many different ideologies, as many
as there are different symbol-syateme.. Our working defi
nition of an ideology, then, will be any set of ideas
used by any group to legitimate and advance their own
interests.

In "You, tho Jury", both sides presented just such
an ideology as "science per so", the scientists clearly
feeling it in their interest to exclude all astrologers
from their own exalted ranks, and it being equally clear
ly in the astrologers' interests to join those ranks.
So let us now examine the images of science presented
by each side more closely.

The scientists' science

The scientists' leading ideological image of science
was of an activity devoted, above all, to uncovering the
causes of things. Sensing this weakness in the astrolo
gical program, Patrick Moors and John Mason repeatedly
attacked their opponents for being unable to adduce any
"mechanism", any explanation : "Just exactly how is this
effect meant to work ? (...) If you claim that these
affects ere valid, how can they happen ?" and so on.

It is philosophically questionable to work entirely
from v/hat, given our present knowledge, is 'possible*.
Even letting that pass, however, the history of science
is full of experimental results and theories which have
been accepted without proper "causal" explanation <
— in physics, where the quantum work has shaken the very
notion of determinate cause;

— in biology, where Darwin's theory of evolution trium
phed well before a means of passing on survival-traits
was discovered;
— in psychology, where the reduction of mind to brain
appears as problematic as ever.

A secondary image used by the scientific side was
of science as no-nonsense, straightforward dealings with
"yes-or-no" matters. So John Mason trotted out the "lies,
damned lies and statistics" bromide; and for Patrick Moors
"the numbers used in astronomy Q where you can see
what you dealing with, dammit ̂  have some scientific
basis. '.•Jhat you are doing in astrology is mere number-
juggling". I need hardly say how much current modern
science goes out the window on this account; virtually
every field has some problems concerning weak, but si
gnificant effects, which must be sorted out statistical
ly. That is also tho problem in astrological research.
Which is why, in this program, it had to be disqualified
as "science" by the scientists. Portrayed as using un-
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scientificelly fussy procedures, the validity of the
findings themselves could thus be questioned.

A great deal of the time, of course, the scientists'
approach was not so subtle. 1 have abstracted the basic
zeesoning from a text of constant interruptions, ad ho-
mineiD arguments ("the Gauquelins, that eccentric husband-
and-wife French team"), errors ("constellations") and
bluster. Such tactics were not, I'm afraid, es unsuccess
ful as one might hope. But the point is to understand
this phenomenon, not to bemoan it.

The Bstrolooers' science

The main ideological image of science used by the
astrologers was that of proceeding cautiously and pains
takingly, collecting large samples, testing predicted
hypotheses, replicating findings, and so on. The emphasis
was on empirical findings as such — reliable ones,
upon which theories and explanations could later (it was
implied) be erected. The irony here is that the astrolo
gers ware exploiting a powerful image of science, for
many years the dominant one — that of logical positi
vism. One of the logical positivists' main motivation
was, of course, precisely to eliminate astrology end all
such "metaphysics" from science. Since the heyday of this
imago, roughly thirty to fifty years ago, all sorts of
heresies have been admitted to exist in scientific prac
tice. For instance, pursuing favourite hypotheses end,
if necessary, "adjusting" them to avoid falsification;
and the great importance, notwithstanding the astrologers'
imago, of theorizing.

It is also salutary to realize that, if one peruses
the pages of virtually any journal of social science -
whose editors would not dream of publishing positive
findings about astrology, no matter how painstakingly
arrived at - one finds masses of unreplicated, ad hoc,
small sample and often slipshod "scientific" findings.

Like their opponents, ths astrological side also had
a secondary line of attack, which was to point out -
correctly - how virulently and unscrupulously they have
been attacked by self-appointed guardians of the scienti
fic establishment, such es the C.S.I.C.O.P. The clear
implication was that a balanced and fair judgement by
scientists is extremely unlikely. At the same tima, how
ever, they willingly used the prestige of some - such
as H.J.Eysenck, undeniably a scientist of some standing
-  to support their case. Clearly the establishment is
not monolithic, at least. It is also at least equally
likely to turn on renegade scientists as on astrologers.

Final comments

I must stress that I am not saying, and do not believe
that science itself is ideological. Neither is it complete

ly opposed to ideology, as poeitivists and Althusserxcn
Karxists would have us believe ( See Larrain, 1979).
What "You, the Jury" demonstrated was that science has
potentially ideological aspects - images its own
practices which over-simplify, and therefore distort,
the reality of those practices, and "^i^^ .
be used to defend or achieve status. And I believe this
approach to the matter opens out into that of Foucault,
which sees every individual and group* — including,^
of course, scientists and astrologers - as instantia
ting the general rule that "Power and knowledge are two
sides of the some process" (Sheridan, 19S0).

This analysis also- accounts for the distinct over
all impression that each side was talking past the other.
In ouch a situation, artificially structured as a public

■debate between adversaries, it was unlikely that either
side would feel sufficiently secure to abandon entren
ched positions, admit the existence of nuances, enter
tain genuine inquiry, and so on.

Certainly the scientists present did not feel able
to; as I mentioned above, their tactics were not exact
ly Queensberry rules. But then, they had more to lose
-  Status, that is - and the astrologers less. The
letters' air of injured innocence was partly the result
of being seriously taken aback by Patrick Moore s rheto
rical aggressiveness, and their relative lack of .
rience in public speaking. In fact, I would suggest that
"neo-astrologers" in general have been naive in such
matters. The lesson seems clear J their case will
be won by positive research results alone. Such results
are almost certainly a necessary, but insufficient,
condition for recognition.

In the words of one sociologist of science, the out
come of scientific controversies is "brought about, not
by the outcome of experiments, but by the outcome of the
argument over definitions of success" (Collins, 19B1J.
This particular statement, taken out of context, exagge
rates somewhat. But the general import is accurate, and
it is time the lesson was token to heart, and its impli
cations digested by students of both astrology and science.
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HAPPINESS IN MARRIAGE

Hans Eysenck

AB32EACT

Uie author exaniues whether astrological or cosmoblological
IcvestigatioUB throv any light on the choice of a suitable
jBoxriage partner, basing his discussion on a number of re-
Tieus and iCYeetlgallons carried out in his department over
the past £bh years by J.A.Uuhofield, David Nias, Eeverley
Steffert, ez^ hiaaelf.

Part 1

Let sie turn, first of all, to the published

findings on the contribution that astrology con

make to tho prediction of satisfaction in marriage,

end then go on to the work of Ms. Steffcrt on this

topic.

The first scientific study in this field was

done by C.G. Jung (1960), who exemined the birth

charts of 180 married couples for mutual conjunc

tions versus mutual oppositions ond found that they

revealed aspects between the Ascendant, Sun, Moon

or Venue in one chart, end those in the other which

tended to be in accord with traditional astrology,

i.e. that,, as Ptolemy had already postulated t

"Generally speaking, the life of merried partners

together will be long and constant when, in the horos

copes of both partners, the luminaries (Sun and

Moon) are harmoniously constellated."

In accord with this, Jung found that, among

the .happily married couples, conjunctions were

more frequent than oppositions.

1/ Professor at tho Institute of Peychiatry, Department of
Feychology, Denmark Hill, londcn SE5 6AF, U.K.
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Classieol Moon Aspects

Jung assembled a control group by pairing each

pe'rson with eoBeone other than his or her partner,

and found that the three clasaical moon aspects oc

curred much more often for the married than for the

control group, i.e. the female's moon was in conjunc

tion with the male's sun, moon or ascendant.

The number of studied hypotheses matters

However a statistician told Jung that, while

these features by themselves appeared highly signi

ficant, they were not so when regarded as a sample

of all the comparisons made.

This is an important point, which has often

been neglected by astrologers. It forms one of the

most important criticism we had to make of astrolo

gical research in our book (Eysenck S> Nias, 1962}..

Perhaps I may explain briefly the meaning of the

term "etotistical significance" to make this point

clear.

A result is considered "significant" when the'

probability of it having occurred by chance is less

than 1 in 20; it is considered "very significant""

when the probability of it having occurred by chence

is less than 1 in 100. But this only applies for a

single precise hypothesis. V/hen we have a large num

ber of comparisons, say 1,000, ond many possible

ponitive outcomes, then we cannot apply the simple

formula. In 1,000 comparisons, 50 will be signifi

cant by chance, and 10 will be very significant by

chance. Thus, if we simply take a very large number

of observations and admit several positive outcomes

(and astrologers usually do this), then we cannot
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apply the ainple formula. We have to divide the si-

'gnificancs level by the number of possible positive

outcomes derived from classical astrological rules.

When this is done, the usual finding is that the

statistical significance of the data vanishes.

One way out of this is. to replicate the study.

If we find in our original study, as Jung did, that

happily married couples show the female's moon to

be in conjunction with the tnale'o sun, moon or ascen

dant, then in a second study coinparing other married

couples, we can start with a specific hypothesis spe

cifying that only these three aspects will be consi

dered,. end we can calculate their specific expected

frequency. We do not have to look ot all the other

outcomes that could be considered as positive, end

can concentrate on these. If theso again are signi

ficant, then we can be confident that our data are

reliable.

Jung did indeed perform a replication with 220

new couples. But this time, he obtained a different

result. Quite significantly he found that the most

common aspect was for the two moons to be in con

junction. Jung decided to add an extra 83 couples.

But, as he noted, the results became less clear as

the total size of the sample was increased, and dif

ferent conjunctions emerged as more significant each

time.- He concluded that any agreement with treditio-

nal astrology was due to chance, which may in fact

do injustice to his data, beceuse the clearest re

sults for all his groups were always for the moon

aspects, although different ones each time.

One would have expected other astrologers to

have attempted to replicate Jung's study, but they
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hove looked instead at other variables. An exception

is a study by MUllsr, who replicated Jung's work by

selecting e random sample from registry offices and

charting the horoscope of 300 existing marriages and

300 divorced couples. The results were not signifi

cant and did not appear to support Jung's findings.

Trinea and Sextiles involvino Venus. Jupiter or Sun

Occesionolly significant results have been noted.

Furze-Morrish (1959) sent questionnaires to married

couples randomly selected from street directories.

He got a response rote of about 35lC, and categorized

the couples as compatible or conflicting, on the ba

sis of their questionnaire answers. Furre-Morrish

tested whether the compatible couples tended to have

mutual trincs and sextiles (easy aspects) and whe

ther conflicting couples tended to have mutual squal
res and oppositions (difficult aspects). Relative
to e control group of 35 unrelated pairs, both sam

ples gave significant results which tend to confirm

his prediction. Furthermore, also consistent with

astrological tradition, Venus and Jupiter were often

prominent in their mutual aspects of the happy cou

ples, and Mars in those oV the unhappy couples.
Furr.e-Morrish (1971) repsated his study on 20

compatible, 20 conflicting and 20 unrelated pairs,

end reported his results to be similar and again

highly significant. Briefly, trines and sextiles

involving Venus, Jupiter or the Sun were more com

mon in the charts of compatible couples than for

unrelated pairs. Moreover, squares and oppositions

involving Mars, Saturn or Uranus were more common

In the charts of conflicting couples than were the
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controls.

Unfortunately, Furze-Morrish did not give his
results in a form that can be properly evaluated.

For instance ho did not state the degree of inexac

titude' (orb) used in defining harmonious and inhar

monious aspects. Also his statistical treatment is

quite unsatisfactory from a technical point of view.

In addition, the number of couples involved is very
small, and the study would-need replication on a

much larger basis.

Because of the importance attributed to the

Furze-Morrish study in the astrological literature,
Steffert (to be published) attempted to repeat the
study, selecting 64 couples having the highest and

lowest scores on the "marital satisfaction index"

used*. It was found that sextile and trine aspects
of tho happier couples exceeded the square and op
position aspects of the unhappy couples at a signi

ficance level of .01. These data would therefore

seem to give some degree of support tp the date

published by Furze-Horrish.

Angular Mars and UnhoDpiness

Ms. Steffert also claimed interesting diffe

rences between the two groups when looking at angu
lar planets and house positions. Mare was nearly
twice as likely to be angular in the unhappy group,

*/ As ali-eady oeatlonod, ilirze-Korrlsii did not give any indica
tion of the orbs used in his s'tudy, end in order to end up vith
s similar frequency of aspects to his s'tud/, it vas necessary to
use wider orbs than usual. Ohis point is of some significance in
making comparisons with other studies, since tho wider tho orb,
the more chance of an aspect occurring. This emphasizes the iupor>-
tanco for astrologers of publiahing sufficient data to repli
cation poseible, and orb size is an obvious case in point.
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and four tines as likely to be rising. This is of^
perticulnr interest in relation to the work mentioned
elsewhere (Eysenck, 19B3)*on a relationship between
aggressiveness end setisfection in marriage. The ex
tensive work of Michel and Frengoise Gauquelin (1970-1)
demonstrated that there was s distinct tendency for

sportsmen and soldiers, i.e. relatively aggressive
groups, to be born at a time when Mars was-rxsing
above the horizon. In conjunction with the Gauquolins,

we looked at the personality traits associated with
Mars rising, end found that these were indeed related
to aggression (Gauquelin M. i F., Fysenck S.E.G.,1979,
19B1). Thus the feet that Mars was four times es likely
to be rising in the unhappy group, compared with the
happy group, aaems to form a definite link between the
Gauquelins' work, traditional astrology, and our psy
chological researches. I wish to lay some emphasis on
this point, because it illustrates the importance of
formulating hypotheses based on previous research and^
linking these usually isolated disciplines together.

Formulating hypotheses and reolicstino a study

is tho life blood of science

Kuypers in Holland studied 430 msrrioges and^
analyzed them for sun end moon aspects. Conjunctions,
squares end oppositions were found to be significant.
But the replication with 736 marriages confirmed only
one of these results. And the replication by Smit,

on a larger scale, did not confirm- the Dutch results
at all.

These findings are fairly typical. When large

numbers are used, some factors emerge os significant,
but on replication arc found to have been nothing

1/ - See Hi'sendc, H.J. : "Happiness in marriage" (Part II),Astro-Psycliological Problems 1* 5-
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but Bccidental perturbations thrown up by the large

mass of data. I cannot overemphasiso the importance

of replication in, work of this kind (and indeed in

work on any psychological topic, not only by astro

logers, but by psychologists also). Replication is

the life blood of science, and until and unless a

result is replicated in another study, preferably

by some other author, one should be extremely chary

of accepting it.

Another example of the importance of replication

is.the work of J.A. Kadaller, a Californian attorney

who studied the birth charts of his clients - some

1,000 couples undergoing divorce!. He obtained clear
evidence of a tendency for them to have mutual sun

aspects of 45, 90, 135 and 1B0 degrees. Traditionally,

these are all malefic aspects, and his results would

seem to be powerful support for the claims of astro

logy. Unfortunately other studies havo not yielded

similar results. Thus, in two studios, Daneal inves

tigated hundreds of birth charts of divorced couplos

in Bonn. The occurrence of the supposedly malefic

sun signs, squares, and oppositions was exactly chanca

He did find that Scorpio women (but not men) tended to

divorce much more frequently than those born under

any other sign. Again this finding was not replicated

by others. And Kop L Heuts (1974) actually found that
Scorpio women were less likely to divorce.

Unconfirmed Sun-Sion Combinations

Silverman (1971) looked at records of 2976 mar

riages and 478 divorces in Michigan, testing the Sun
Sign combinations thought to be particularly compatible
and particularly incompatible. His marriage and di-

V - See Tobay, 1937.
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vorce figures suppotted none of the predictions made

by sstrologore, the proportion of marriages and di

vorces for the various sun sign combinations being

almost exactly what would be expected by.chance.

Eauquelin (1970-1) had published very extensive

data on married couples, and these were analysed by

Shanks (1978) who selected 960 couples from the Gau-

quelins' records of family birth data collected from

registry offices in Fronce. Taking twelve astrological

hypotheses about the aspect that married couples would

be expected to have in common, he tested these 12 hy

potheses along with 20 other relationships. Results

were on a chance level, .and the 12 "astrological"

relationships as a whole were no more significant

than were the 20 non-astrological relationships he

tested. The pattern is Just what would bs expected

if there were no astrological effects. ■

But a Matchlno Experiment is significant

Astrologers are often unhappy with quantitative

studies, such as those summarized above, because they

feel that these do not do justice to the complexity

of their task. They feel that by analysing their total

predictions end theories into quite specific predic

tions relating to singular relationships, the experi

menter loses the essential feature of their art which

is a combination of many different aspects into one

consistent whole'. There are ways and means of applying
proper statistical procedures to data more like the

ones called for by the astrologers, end one o.f these,

the "Matching Method", has been widely used in research

on astrology. In this method, the astrologer is given

various horoscopes, and told that these come from spe-

^ /' See further the article of Peter KliHENSE en this topic.
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cific persons or groups, but is not told which ho

roscope is associatsd with v;hich group or person.

He is then asked to natch the person or group with

a given horoscope, and the degree of his success

can be ascertained. In this method he uses his usual

approach and skills, applying any kind of method he

wishes. But nsvexthelecs his success or failure can

ba ascertained with considerable accuracy. Ue have

reviewed evidence bearing on this point in our book

(Eysenck Nias D.K.B., 19B2), and have concluded

that, while much of the published evidence seems

positive, it usually also entails statistical errors

which are serious enough to make it impossible to

accept the conclusions as definitive. The principal

pitfalls to avoid with the Matching Method are des

cribed in the first issue of this.Journal (Cysenck

H.J., 1982).

The matching method was used by Ms. Steffert

in relation to the problem of marital satisfaction.

Ten happy and ton unhappy couples, at the extremes

of the distribution, and for all of whom accurate

birth times were available, were selected, and the .

charts subjected to the some frequency analysis of

aspects as the larger groups. In this analysis,

there were no significant differences on any of the

traditional aspects, i.e. there was no excess of

"soft® over "hard", and particular aspects were

contradictory to the theory, i.e. Venus/Sun "soft"

aspects were restricted solely to the unhappy group,

Pluto/Sun "herd" aspects to the happy group I Yet,

and this is the interesting point, ten astrologers

were able to predict above chance which group each

copple belonged to ! The astrologers differed in

their degree of success with which they.allocated

the horoscopes to the two groups successfully. But

overall the data were highly significant. They are

described in the following article by Ms. Steffert.
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Conclusion

This is an interesting and rather puzzling

finding. None of the traditional indices of satis

factory marriage showed significant differentiation

between the two groups, and some indeed went in the

wrong direction, although not significantly so.

Under these circumstances, one would have exw

pected astrologers, who presumably go by these tra

ditional Indices, to hove come up with chance results.

Yet this la not soj the astrologers apparently were

able to predict accurately and well above chance

the relative happiness or unhappiness of the mar

riages in question. This does suggest that perhaps

astrologers, in putting together the various indi

ces contained in a horoscope, contribute something

that is well over and above the individual Indices,

aspects, etc. which are mentioned in the traditional

textbooks. Presumably they differ in their ability

to do this, because while some of our astrologers

had almost perfect scores, others had scores below

chance level I It has been suggested that possiblV
such positive results ere due, not to astrology,

but to some degree of telepathy, extra-sensory per

ception, or whatnot. I will not enter into a dis

cussion of such hypotheses, because there.are no

data available to evaluate them.

These results would seem to be in line with

astrological prediction. But they must be seen in



the context'of a large number of other similar experiments

which were not in line with astrological prediction. This

inevitably lowers the degree of confidence one can have in
the replicability of the results. As we recommended above,

only replications of the experiment will tell us whether
its results are valid or not.
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REDUCTIONIST VERSUS V/HOLISTIC JUDGEMENTS OF HOROSCOPES
Beverley Steffert ^

ABSTFACT

Drsappointcd by her studies of clugle .tactors "taRen out of the horos
copes of married co'aploa, the author resorts to "matciring esperiments'
by Gubmittirg whole horocoopos to professional and amateur astrologers.
Ihose subjects must decide which horoscopes belong to happy and vhdch
to unlrappy coujiles, the degree of happiness being asses.sed by a ques
tionnaire prcvi.ously answered by each couple. Eio outcome of tras
natcldng experiment is significant. However the sample is not largo
enough for drawing definitive conclusions. Further replications ere

' needed.

Tl-e study nf single f«rtnrs is nnt the only way

A major criticiom of scientific research into nstrolooy
is its excessive reductioniem when it remsrns a sample tol-

.ppii=<l to .logl. f.Ptopp of the taiP.co-
pa. Host aotrologers complain thst such a procedure -.0
not do justice to the comploxity of the whole horoscope,
attributinci to the neglect of the intervowen complex rela-
Uonshiprof the horoLope the lack of re.sulls in certern
important traditional fields like rodiac-srgns or
(Gauouelin 1978, 1981; Deen t Mather, 1977; Eysencx &- Mass
1982)'.

Certainly, the results achieved in a cynastric analysis
of thousand married couples weren't striking. Some G-3mples
showed slightly significant tendencies for Venus linxed
c-pects to discriminate between the moreand less happily
married couples. However wo
study, none of the previous results of Jun.g (1972), with
classical Moon espacts for married couples,showed up.

Before condemning such classical ruleo, something more
had to be tested t abandoning tho red'-jcticnist proceduies,
wc decided to perform, with the so called "matching axperi-
ments" (EysencU £. Nias, 1982) Eysenck, 1932), wholistic_
tasts which remain nearer to the traditional way in which
an exparienced eotrologer evaluatea what 0 horoscope car.
reveal.

1 / Department of Psychology, Institute of Psychiatry, Do Cre.-qiigny Park,
Denmark Hill, London SE5 SAP, U.K.



Table I

Freooencv of aaoeete

HAPPY COUPLES (Scores >350 on the Marital Adjustment Scalo)

Soft aspects
in degrees

Adopted orb^

Conjunction Trine Sextile
0" 120" 60"

rotal Prediction

5  4 2

Frequency 53 72 25 150 Accurate

Hard aspects
in degrees

Opposition Square Quincunx
ISO" 90" ISO"

Total Prediction

Adopted orb 5  4 2

Frequency 46 68 44 150 Inaccurate

Result t150 accurate and 158 inaccurate responses, negative

UNHAPPY COUPLES (Scores<SO on the Marital Adjustment Scale)

Hard aspects
in degrees

Opposition Square Quincuns^
160" 90" 150"

Total Prediction

Adopted orb 5  4 2

Frequency 49 76 33 158 Accurate

Soft aspecto
in degrees

Conjunction Trine Sextile
0" 120" 60"

Total Prediction

Adopted orb 5  4 2

Frequency 60 67 39 166 Inaccurate

Result t(SB accurate and 166 inaccurate responses, negative

Wl VITO tJWWWAUWV VU4.9W9 A ■ i W* Si « W ^ w w « w < •

Chi square •> 0.41 Probability : not significant

Vith a reductionist procedure, only the Null-
hypothesis is confirmed.

1/ Aceordiac to B3KE (l95l), page ISO.

Tha matchlnn technique

A soiRple of thousand couples were recruited as volun
teers through magazine articles and radio programmes men
tioning marriage and pereonality, end sometamss marrrogo
and Bstrology. These volunteers were asked to complete
the "Marital Adjustment Scale" (Locke L Wallace, 1959)«
a Questionnaira assessing the present feelings of the
couple about their marriage.. The possible scores range
from 0 to 420.

Out of the thousand couples who completed the Marital
Adjustment Scale, twenty were retained on two criteria » ^
1. Both spouses had supplied birth times they thought

2. Their scores on the Marital Adjustment Scale were
extreme i either below 50, for ten couples who felt
that their relationship was unhappy; or above 350
for ten couples who felt that their relationship
was happy.

The birth data of the twenty selected couples with
extreme answers wars drown into -
for each spouse. Each.spouse was also asked to complete
two classical personalitv questionnaires, the E.P.Q.
(Eysenck S. Eysenck, 1975) and the Temperament Schedule
testing Impulsiveness, Venturesomeness and Empathy
(Eysenck 8. Eysenck, 1977. 1978, 1980; Eysenck 8. McGurk.
1967).

These documents were submitted to three groups' of eub-

sl''-*l6 orofessional astrologers of wide repute and ex
perience, all of whom possessed the qualificetion D.Sc.
Astrol. and gave consultations to the public in a pro-
fessionalmCtPur ggtrologere who did not hold any diploma
or did not counsel. These were recruited through the
astrological newsletter "Transit", a prize for the winner

c)^-^10 psychologists who, although not experienced in
marriage counselling, could be expected- to know tho lite
rature on personality and its contribution to marriage.

The subjects of the three groups were asked
judgement as to which ten couples wou".be the happier
ones, and which ten couples would fall into the
happy group. The astrologers based their
the natal charts of the twenty selected couples, P^"®
a synastry; the psychologists based
the completed personality questionnaires (E.P.Q. and Tem
perament Schedule), the spouses' age, and whether
wife was working.
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The wholistic ■<urfBeniento

IhTee groups of subjects try to predict tho happiness of
20 couples through the whole horoscopes of the spouses
10 professional and 17 amateur astrologers) or through
the cssessments of personality questionnaires (10 psycho
logists).
How to read the teble : Couple n'12 is a haoov one, accor
ding to the "Marital Adjustment Scale", and is predicted
to ba happy by 2 professional astrologerse 5 amateur astro
logers. 4 psychologists, predicted to be unheppv by B pro
fessional and 12 amateur astrologers. 6 psychologists.
Result t 11 accurate and 26 inaccurate responses.

HAPPY COUPLES (Scores > 350 on the Marital Adjustment Scale)

Couple n" 12 54 218 219 253 265 267 275 428 437 Total

Ih 1 E Happy 2 6 6 7 5 7 9 6 5 5 53

O "EE
Stf *»

E 5
CS

Unhappy 8 4 •4 3 S 3 1 4 5 5 42

e

e g| Happy S 12 7 8 4 8 11 12. 11 10 88

o

«

Unhappy 12 5 10 9 13 9 6 5 6 7 82

o

it Hoppy . 4 5 6 4 4 6 T . 4 7 9 56

t*

a

0*i-t Unhappy 6 S 4 6 6 4 3 6 3 1 44

Result t 202 accurate end 166 inaccurate responses. positive

UNHAPPY COUPLES (Score8<50 on tho Marital Adjustment Scale)

Couple n* 42 43 65 81 111 149 169 304 439 482 Total

Is

Happy 5 3 5 4 4 5 1 "5 5 5 42

• "d
E S
a.

Unhappy 5 7 5 6 6 5 9 5 5 5 58

gl
V ,2

Happy 9 3 7 11 8 8 6 9 11 9 81

•« n

Unhappy 8 14 10 6 9 8 11 8 6 8 80

«4 is Happy 3 5 1 2 6 5 2 4 5 7 40

A
- Unhappy 7 5 9 8 4 5 8 6 5 3 60

Result t 206 accurate and 163 insccurete responses. positive

P.iacussion

The results tend to justify tho distrust of roost astro
logers about statistical analyses of single factors taken
out of the horoscope i the analysis of several aspects for
the twenty couples is disappointing. As Table I shows, therr
teat with.Chi square is not significant. Soroe results even
run counter to traditional theory. For instance Venus/Sun
contacts are found for seven of the unhappy couples versus
none of the happy couples !

In contrast to this absence of results with single fac-
Ifors extracted "fxoin the whoXe horoscopsi the whoXietic
"matching experiments" were quite successfuXf as can be
seen in Tables II and III. Confronted to whole horoscopes, .
the astrologers could use their own "weighting systcw
which allowed thew to discriroinate with some accuracy. r
between the happy end unhappy couples. An interview of the
astrologers told us that the criteria on which they based
their judgements were not systematicapy the same. Each .
judgement was based on a sort of weighting of good and
"bad" aspects, and no general procedure could bo defined.
Ws would call this an "idiographic technique", i.e. pecu
liar to each case.

It roust bo noted that the group of professional astro
logers and tho group of psychologists did significantly
better than the amateur astrologers (see Table 111).
We then investigated whether astrologers and psychologists
point to similar personality characteristics as the roost
important ones. An analysis of tho cororoents accompanying •,
their judgements suggests that their framejof reference
being different (astrologicel tradition versus personality
assessment) they do not put the emphasis on the saroe^fac-.
tors 88 the main ones for marital euccess. The- aatxologersmentioned independence, stability, unfaith

fulness, similarity of outlook, mutual under
standing, emotionality, tension"

as the fundamental factore for a couple's happiness or un-
happinees. The psychologiste mentioned j _"toughminded, selfish, impulsive, eocisble, neu

rotic. outgoing, empathetic".
There may be an overlap in meaning. But clearly the astrologers" attention is more directed towards behavioural, traits
concerning both partners, while the psychologists
responsibility for marital adjustment more on the individuai
personality.

Of special note too is that nine out of the tan^profes
sional astrologers paid s great deal of attention to the
individual natal charts before proceeding to look at tne
synastry. This is never dons in astrological synastxy re
search.
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Table III

Statistical test of the wholistie ^udaen^ents

Subjects Chi square Probability

ID professional astrologers

17 emateur astrologero

10 psychologists

5.12 <.05, significant

G.51 positive, but N.S

5.12 <.05, significant

Total 8.02 <.01, significant'

Drawbacks are the necessarily small samples. The astro
logers did not feel they could process more than twenty
couples in one sitting. Therefore it is necessary, as
Eysenck and Nias point out, when they describe such experi
ments (1982), to validate the significance of the results
by making many more replications.
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THE LEGAL TIME IN ITALY

Grazia Bordoni *

Whea Crazia Bardonl sent ue an updated table of the Time Changes in Italy,
our first impression was that some oddities made it unreliable. Doris Chase Bonne
had published an excessively simplified version, but the Frendi book of.E.LeCoire.
gave good precisions with smoother data. Which was the most reliable version ?
After some inquiries, we are inclined to consider her table as the most reliahle.
The War Fronts

Crazia Bbrdoni's answer to our inquiries was the following map, tdiich illustrates

the problems of the War Time from 1943
to 1945 : the Allied Forces, landing in
the South of Italy in 1943, liberated it
as far as the Caesino Front; in 1944

first. i!ome, then Florence were freed
from Fascists; and in April 1945 the
whole country is free. As soon as a
town is liberated, it abolishes the '
Summer Time introduced by the Fascists.
But when the war ie over, the new
government rc-instaiu:es a Summer Time
for saving energy in the impoverished
country. Crazia Bordoni concludes thaL
in her country likes in others, during
these events, the time changes should
be studied from town to town, with un
avoidable uncertainties linked to local
"Bopubliche partigiane" who made their
own laws in the middle of still fascist
parts of the country.

Q rspubbtiche partigiane

of thliberatioo

— Bn«: of front

iandrftgc
The ITours of the Time Change

Fedorico Capone personally checked, in !Dirin, the "ordinanze" of the "Gazzetta
Ufficiale" for the exact dates and hours of the Summer Times applied in Italy.
After him, Ciro Discepolo verified, in Naples' new^apers, the application of some
ofthsstdata, end found them all to be correct.
Qicy had also good expleinations to what seemed, at first si^t, strange differeixzA

in the Hour of the changes : in Iteily the custom was initially to introduce and end
the Summer Time at "ore 24", i.e. at the hour 12 p.m. that is usually avoided
because it lies between two days without belonging ezplicitely to either of than.
Federico Capono explained that, for an Italian, this was no problem; the change
occurred between Saturday and Sunday at midnight, ̂  time that everybody could
easily luderstand and remember. During the War, this habit was replaced by the
German custom to change the Time on Mondays, at 2:00 a.m. for the beginning and-
3:00 a.m. for the end of the Summer Time. As soon as the War'was over, the Italian

habit was re-instaured (l6 Sept.1945, 24:00), but with some hesitation due to the
other customs in the rest of Surope, until, in 19S0, the Buropean decision to change
tho hour on Sundays at 2:00 and 3:00 a.m. prevailed. We checked in whicd: day of
the week each change had taken place, and publish these week-days with Federico
Capone's dates^and hours, because they help to understand the otherwise sur
prising disparities in the initial and final hour of the Summer Time in Italy.

f/ - Astrologer, Dele^ta Centre Italiaiw di Astrologla, Via B. Verro 42, Milano.
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In Italy I
I

a) Introduction of the Gregorian Calender : 15 October 1582

B) local Time : in use xatil the Borne Uae is adopted.

C) Kational Tiine : 22 September 18£6, natlonvide adoption of
— the Boae Ti-ne for the main land, 12250' E a OIT + 49m. 55b.
— PalPTmn I'ifie for Sicilla, 15225' E = QiT + 55a.24e.
— Cagliari Time for Sardegna, 9208'E = CMT +

5) International Tine Zone : 1 Norember 1895 adoption of the Gbrlitz Meridian,
or M.E.T. (Middle European Time), I52 E CUT -t- 1 hour

E) Suinner Tine : or D.S.I, = CUT + 2 hours, applied during following period:

fnHi Saturday 5 June 1916 24:00 to

feturday 51 March 1917 24:00
Saturday 9 March 1918 24:00
Saturday 1 March 1919 24:00
Saturday 20 March 1920 24:00

Saturday 50' Sept. 1916 24:00
Saturday 29 Sept. 1917 24:00
Saturday 5 Oct. I9I8 24:00

Saturday 4 Oct. 1919 24:00
Saturday 18 Sept. 1920 24:00

from IWday 14 June 1940 24:00 uninterrupted
1941 tminterrupted

'  1942 uninterrupted to/^ionday 2 ho
Monday

Monday
Monday

y.
29 March 1945 02:00 Monday 4 Oct.

5 April 1944 02:00 Monday 2 Oct.

1942 03:Q0«:^
1945 03:00'; f
1944 03:00 i 3

2 April 1945 02:00 /" Sunday 16 Sept. 1945 24:00

Sunday 17 March 1946 02:00

Sunday 16 March 1947 00:00
Sunday 29 Febr. 1948 02:00

Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

6 Oct.

• 5 Oct.

5 Oct.

1946 05:00

1947 01:00
1948 05:00

from Sunday 22 May 1965 00:00 to Saturday 24 Sept. 1966 24:00

Sunday 28 May 1967 00:00 Saturday 25 Sept. 1967 24:00

Sunday 26 Kay 1968 00:00 Satm^y 21 Sept. 1968 24:00

Sunday 1 June 1969 00:00 Saturday 27 Sept. 1969 24:00

Sunday 51 Kay 1970 00:00 Sunday 27 Sept. 1970 00:00

Sunday 23 Kay 1971 00:00 Sunday 26 Sept. 1971 01:00

Sunday 28 Kay 1972 00:00 Sunday 1 Oct. 1972 00:00

Sunday 5 June 1973 00:00 Sunday 30 Sept. 1973 00:00

Smday 26 Kay 1974 00:00 Sunday 29 Sept. 1974 00:00

amday 1 June 1975 00:00 Sunday 28 Sept. 1975 01:00

Sunday 30 Kay 1976 00:00 Sunday 26 Sept. 1976 01:00

Sunday 22 Kay 1977 00:00 Sunday 25 Sept. 1977 01:00

Sunday 28 Kay 1978 00:00 Sunday 1 Oct. 1978 01:00

Sunday 27 May 1979 00:00 Son day- 30 Sept. 1979 01:00

Sunday 6 April 1980 02:00 Sunday 28 Sept. 1980 03:00
Sunday 29 March 1981 02:00 Sunday 27 Sept. 1981 03:00

Sunday 28 March 1982 02:00 Sunday 26 Sept. 198203:00

Astro-Feychological Problems, March 1983, Niehenlce, pp.33 '37

THE WHOLE IS MORE THAN THE SUM OF ITS PARTS

Peter Niehenke ''

ABSTPACI

Statistical investigations into astrology are often accused not
to do justice to this intuitive shlll. But between a justified
dietniat and the unjustified fear of bad results, we are invited
to accept tho usefulness of this lunque tool for overcoming our •
prejudices and improving our knowledge of rules that work posi
tively.

The role of statistics in astrolooical research

The theme "statistics in astrological research"

is a controversial subjsct. On the one hano, more end

more statistical investigations appear in specialized

publications, but they are often poorly devisad and

seem to originate more from the pleasure of playing
around with a newly acquired home-computer, than

from a really scientific commitment. Oh the other

hand, the idea itself, that statistics be applied
to astrology, is more and laore often rejected, on

the grounds that they would not be adopted to ths
'complexity of the horoscope.

Where did stntistics earn their bad reputation 7

Peroonally, I understand the tendency to reject

statistics. Too often prejudiced, narrow-minded scien

tists have misused them, bringing about their bad

reputation among convinced astrologers.

But we must realize that some aotrologers also

misused their art in a similar way and.brought it

.V Prooideat of-tlie "Deutscher Astrologen Verband" (Geiaaa
Astrological Aseociation), Uippertstrasee 8, D-'IBOO EREIBUHG.

1) - 24:00 of a certain day means the same as 00; 00 of the following day



into disrepute in ths eye of "official science".

As serious astrologers, we know thot we have to fight

low level astrology; therefore, as researchers, we

must learn also how to fight"low level statistics".

Both are pitfalls which we must learn to avoid.

But to reject statistics once and for all would

be like "throwing out the baby with the bath". This

tendency is often enough only a subterfuge for guar

ding oneself in advance against possible negative

results. When statistical studies bring positive re

sults in favour of astrology, the astrologers' atti

tude becomee suddenly quite different.

Statistics have always been useful

In fact, there is no problem about whether sta

tistics are adapted to ostrological research or not;

they are. There is however a problem of pood or bad

statistical methods.

Actually, this tool of modern times v/as always

used by the Ancients, from the start of Astrology;

that is, from the moment ot which they put the first

astrological rule into words. Even if we suppose that

.this first rule was discovered through an "illumina

tion" or by psychic powers,' from the moment at which

a rule is formulated, there is a statement about the

frequency of appearance of a phenomenon, a claim that

certain characteristics are more or less frequently

linked with certain celestial events - -and there

we become involved in statistical computations.

But is it Dossible to tear one factor out of its context ?

One of the principal objections to the use of sta

tistical methods in the investigation of relationships

between cosmos and human beings is that the horoscope

is a "Gestalt", a structure, the signification ofvhich

1

cannot be limited to an addition of details, in the

same way as the functioning of a clock cannot be un

derstood by simply putting its various components one

beside the other. The statistical method would tear

the horoscope to pieces, and miss therefore the es

sential of astrological interpretation. This objection

is based on the main idea put in evidence by the Ges

talt Psychology that "the whole (here the horoscope)
is more than a simple eum of its parts". The parts

need e structuring idea, a Gestalt, to take up their

real sense.

This point of view is, of course, absolutely

correct A good astrologer never givas the inter

pretation of a detail without taking account of. the

whole horoscope. We'ail know how confusing a aingle
factor can be, if we don't relate it to the whole

horoscopa. A horoscope, in its unique individuality,
can only bo understood as a Gastalt, a whole contain
ed within itself..

The whole does not make the parts worthless

even if wa consider the horoscopa as a

whole, when we describe it we have to uoe sentences

which are bits of Interpretation given one after the

other. Each sentence, even if it is related to the

whole horoscope, cannot describe it entirely. Only a

series of interpretative sentences come closer and

closer to the whole uniqueness of an individual.

But it never does apprehend it totally.

Each appreciation, given in a particular sen

tence, describes one characteristic of the horoscope. .

But do such appreciations capture real characteristics

of ths personality ? When one isolated factor of the
personality is considered, is this factor real end

correctly described ? I would say that it can be



true ̂ without containing the whole individuality of

8 human being, if I don't forget its. limitetion and

if I don't take it too absolutely. (...)

What I want to state here is that the meaning of

single factors cannot be overlooked, in the hope of

remaining perpetually centered on the wholeness of the

horoscope. They have a reality, like pieces of a puzz-/le, yhich are more fully understood when they are re
united with the other pieces for forming a meaningful

picturet but a red piece will, even when surrounded

by others, not change its red color to green; it will

remain red ! In the sane way, it is never worthless

to-examine separate parts of a horoscope (...) >

When I know where the Ascendant is in a chart, this

tells me something.'Otherwise, how would the rules of

a textbook become useful 7 Of course, it has its li-

mitotions : it may be that, for instance, the demcnd-

ing tendency of a Leo-Ascendant could eventually be

softened by a Saturn aspect in the horoscope.

Thus, a prejudiced astrologer could pretend that

the Leo-Ascendant alone doesn't mean anything. But,

if each single factor doesn't mean anytliing, how do I

obtain finally the combined meaning of all the sepa

rate factors ? As you know, thousand times zero gives

only'zero I If a single factor does not mean anything,

then all the textbooks would ba made of lies, for they

are describing single factors of the horoscope. My

opinion is therefore that an Ascendant in Leo already

means something, even. JLf it can be more or less modi-.

L  fied by other factors. ( ...)

must not fear criticism

Sometimes I have the impression that astrologers

fear statistics because they are not sure enough of

their ability. They reject the scientific confronta-

tion, instoad of being curious enough to watch how-

thuir art appears through this looking—glass. Not

many instruments are available for verifying oursel
ves, for protecting us from prejudices in which we

delight because we are accustomed to them.

We should for instance realize that the horos

cope is perhaps too open to any interpretation be

cause of the multiplicity of its components. This

became recently clear to me, when, in three publi
cations, I saw three different horoscopes of John
Lennon (based on three different birth times), all
the three indicating "definitely" Lennon's sudden

death 1

Where is the frontier between astrology and the

paranormal ?

There is another problem : how is it possible

to separate the astrological ability from the psychic
intuition 7 Investigations in the U.S.A. showed that
correct interpretations could ba derived from erro

neous horoscopes 1 This happened once to me t one of
my clients had consulted four other astrologers before
eha came to me. Spontaneously, she judged my inter

pretation as the most adequate of all, and showed ma
for comparison the work of my collegues. I thus rea
lized that I had made an error of twenty years on her

birth date t

If I want to be really sure that relationships

between the cosmos and human beings - and not a

paranormal gift of the astrologer - are the cause
of the repeatedly occuring feeling of evidence pro-
curad by the euccesses in my work, the only way is

to check, through statistical inquiries, isolated fac

tors of the horoscope. I think we' should have the cu

riosity to learn what good investigations in this field
- be their outcome positive or negative - may bring for

a batter understanding of what astrology really is..
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A THEORETICAL PREDICTION FROM THE GAUQUELINS* FINDINGS

Graham Douglas *

Abstract

A conjunction of planets lasting for some time could> according
to the author, have lon^tezm effects on cyclic social phenomena.

The Gauquelins* work has exhaustively demonstrated
the truth of those astrological character attributes based
on planetary house positions, for some of the planets at
least.Whether other methods will refresh the parts of as
trology that they cannot reach remains to be seen; but
there does seem to be an implication of this work which
has generally been missed.

Although the influence of Angular/Cadent planets is^
a diurnal one, it is not thereby prevented from long-term
effects also. How this might apply to social phenomena,
especially cyclic ones, is outlined below.

The Gauquelins' strongest effects are shown for sam
ples of subjects who have reached some kind of renown
among at least the people involved in their field of work,

' if not more generally. In the case of scientists, the
strongest influence is Saturnian, for actors and politi
cians it is Jupiter which is important, for writers the
Moon. In their more recent work, it has been shown that
the strongest correlations are with personality, not pro
fession per ss. This doss not mean that personality is
irrelevant to professionsl capacity, clearly not so, but
that any phenomena occurring amongst samples, or actual
groups of professionals are mediated via personality.

The clearest example of the implications 1 am thinking
of, can be had by Considering only two planets, Jupiter
and Saturn, and supposing them to be initially et a con-
Junction. As long as they remain within, say, an orb of 10*,
they will be in the same house (or adjacent ones). This
means that for the duration of this event, people can
only be born either under a strong influence from both
planets, when in the region of the Angles, or under a

'--weak influence from both planets, at the other times of
the day. It is not possible to have births with one pla
net prominent and the other weak. Thus the archetypal
Saturnine or Jovial types will be less common amongst
the population born during this period.

A similar situation occurs when either 90* or 180*
separates the two planets by zodiacal position, which
will occur about five years later.

When the two planets are placed about 45* or 135*
apart, it is possible to have either a moderate influence
by both planets or a strong Saturnian and weak Jupiter
influence, or a strong effect by Jupiter and a weak one

Ciieaiet and researcher, Kember of the Hadical Astrology Croup,
7 Graatham iioad, Stockvell, London SJ9, U.A.

from Saturn. The three possibilities will manifest depen
ding on the time of day, but ell will occur each day.

The manifestntion of these effects may be expected in
1) the activity of professional groups;
2) the background temperament of people en masse;
both of which may lead to social change.

For the working out of these effects, we require also
. to postulate that certain social phenomena are the prero
gative of certain age groups, within 2—3 years; otherwise
it will be diluted with mixing of people born during the
opposing phase of the cycle. This seems quite a strong
restriction, although it would not apply to influences
deriving from the outer planets, which are slower moving.
As yet, no diurnal effects of these outer planets have
been found, at least not by the Gauquelins. .

Since the Descendant and Nadir positions are generally
less influential, there may be a more long—term effect ori
ginating during the passage from one square aspect (90*)
to the next (270*). In this way, the Opposition can give
rise to one strong planetary influence at the Ascendant or
K.C., or to two average ones; but on the other hand, the
square aspects can also give either one strong planetary
influence, and one weak; or both strong; or both weak,
at different times of the day.

In this way, the cycles of personality might be ex
tended from five to ten years in length. More work remains
to be done in this field, in order to understand ell its
implications. . . ..

The effects may be felt socially, even- though they
only operate strongly on e small percentage of the popu
lation. In terms of background temperament, a dilution
will occur. But the effectivity of groups in social change
depends on their position in the system of social relation
ships. For Instance, in New Guinea, there are tribes in
which cyclic effects are dramatic. Many reasons have been
put forward to explain these effects, including climate,
gestation period of domestic animals, oscillatory phenome
na. This does not exclude cosmzc factors.

Let us consider what happens in a society centered
on pig production as an economic base. A conflict can ap
pear between two codes regulating buying and selling. A
rigid system of allowable trading partners is Saturnine.
It breaks down, becoming Jupiterian, at high levels of
production, when more and more people sell to anyone who
will buy. This can culminate in a huge slaughter of pigs
and days of feasting, at intervals from 5 to 15 years.
Thus certain planetary aspects could have anthropological
implications.

HETEKESCES

Doiq^laSjC. (l98l): Phj-sics, Astrology and Semiotics. Radical Astrology Group, London.
CauquelinM. (1980): Ttc Spheres of Destiny. Corgi Books, London,
axompcon H. Jl979): Rubbish Theory. Oxford Univemity Frees, Oxford.

L
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Answer to Graham DouqIbs's •

Theoretical Prediction from the Gauouelins* Tindinqs

by Fransoise Gauquelin^

ABSIRACI

The theoretical prediction of Grahaa Dou^as that conjunct pla- -
nets could produce stroneer or vcaker characters than usual for
certain periods of time, is not corroborated by the Gauquel.lne'
results in the heredity e:;q;eriment vith family data. The present
article explains Khy, and vfaat happens in reality, with examples
drawn from their last publication on American data.

According to Grahaia Douglas's hypothesis, a conjunc
tion between two of the planets, which were shown to be
corxslated with the individual character,would produces

1) more individuals possessing the conjunct characteris
tics, if the conjunct planets occupied an angle of
the chart at their birth;

2) more individuals lacking the conjunct characteristics,
if the conjunct planets were distant from the angles
of the chart at the moment of their birth.

With planets apparently confering strong tendencies
towards authority, like Mars and Jupiter, one can ima
gine the social consequences of such influences lasting
for a certain time, some personalities becoming more
inclined towards authority than usual, and the others
lacking more than usual the power to defend themselves
against these authoritative tyrants. Totalitarian gover
nments would become the rule after a while of such in
fluences.

Yes, the hypothesis is interesting. Only it is science-
fiction. Actually, our research with family data having
proven that there ie a heredity of certain planetary
positions at birth, wa know now that the planets do not
exert their influence directly on the new-born's perso
nality, but that they have only a triggering effect on
the moment of his birth (Gauquelin M. L F., 1970-1971 ).

l/ - Laboratoire d'E'tude des Relations entre I^thmes Cosmiques
et F^cbophysiolcgiques, 8 rue Amyot, 79005 Paris (France).

The planet's influence does not modify the baby
Hans Eysenck end David Nies, in their book "Astrology,

Science or Superstition 7" (1982), give the clearest ac
count of the new hypothesis to which our experiments
with planetary heredity led us « "If tho planets really
do influence our destiny at birth, as is popularly sup
posed, then it should not matter whether the birth is
natural or induced. In order to test this hypothesis,
the Gauqualins divided their group into those two cate
gories... And they found that the planetary effect ap
plied only to the natural births. This suggests that
the planets, rather than affecting development, are in
stead influencing the natural timing of birth; making
it more likely that a person of a certain type will be
born at one time rather than another." (pi192)

. it only trlonere the natural birth moment
"Some kind of signal emanating from the planets may

somehow interact with the foetus in the womb, stimula
ting it to struggle into birth at a certain time, as
Hippocrates wrote some two thousand years ago I'When
the time comes, the baby stirs and breaks the membra
nes conteinihg it and emerges from its mother's abdo-
msn'." (same ref., p.193)

There is another finding pointing to a triggering •
effect of the planets for the time of birth, end against
e direct influence on the new-born's personality ; the
planetary heredity depends as often on the father as
on the mother. Since the father does not participate
in the delivery process, the effect must come from the
baby, who is genetically linked to both' parents.
It is medically proven now that, through hormonal

stimulations, it is the child, and not the mother, who
initiates the birth process (Liggins, 1969). Hia al
ready formed temperamental tendencies could thus ac
count for the choice of the right planetary time.

Planets oeeupvinn the key sectors bv chance
have no effect . ^ ... .. . >
Let UB turn back to the case xn which the moment of

the birth is not the natural, spontaneoua one, but has
been medically induced by ceaorean section, forceps or
drugs. Then the planets could not have any triggering
effect; end, accordingly, no similarity between the
planetary positions of parents end children at birth
shows up in our family data. We could also state that,
as a conaequence, the individual does not show, during
hia life, temperamental tendencies corresponding to
the engular planets in his chart.
But he atill has a definite temperament, inhorltsd
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from hia parents. Only, yhen the birth time is chosen
by the obstetrician, the individual's temperament is
not related to the planets occupying the key sectors
at his birth moment.

So we see that a planet occupying an angular posi
tion in a chart may not be related at all to the indi
vidual's personality.

When two planets are in conlunction.

one may be in key sector by chance

A planet may be in key sector by chance, and therefore
not be related to an individual personality, not only
in the case of medically induced births, but also in the
case evoked by Graham Douglas : when two planets, due
to their respective astronomical motione, remain conjunct
in the sky for several days, a birth cannot take place
under one of the conjunct planets without having also
the other planet in the same sector of the sky. Which
of the two planets had the triggering effect on the birth
cannot be known at the moment of the delivery. There are
even three possibilities :

1 - The new-born's temperament is related to the first
conjunct planet, let us say for instance : Jupiter;

2 - The new-born's temperament is related to the second
planet, let us say for instance : Saturn;

3 - The new-born's temperament is related to both con
junct planets. In our example t Jupiter and Saturn have
both a triggering effect.

It is impossible to decide which of these three pos
sibilities is the correct one for a new-born baby in
whose chart two conjunct planets occupy a key sector;
but this problem can find a solution for a celebrity
whose personality had time to become manifest, and to
be described in books, and articles.

Examoles : actors and scientists

Our lists of celebrities contain such ambiguous cases
(Gauquelin, 1982). Let us consider, for instance, cases
of actors born with Jupiter and Saturn, conjunct in a key
sector. The.character traits collected in their biogra
phies point to two of the three mentioned possibilities:

1 - For most of them, Jupiter seems to be the only domi
nant planet, the conjunct Saturn being then in key sec
tor by chance; this seems to be the case, in our list of
American actors, for : Elisabeth Ashley, Carol Channing,
Stephen Douglass, Nanette Fabrey, ... and quite a few
others, especially if we consider, according to our re
sults, that rise, setting, upper and lower culmination
are key sectors with identical effects and can bo added
to the conjunctions in one key zone. Figure 1 shows this.
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K<niro 1 : Carol Channing is an actress bom with Jupiter and Se.tum
in conjunction just after their rising point, i.e. ^key sector 1
(corresponding to Douse 12> However the description of her character
in "Current Biographies" (l964) contains only Jupiterian trait words.
( Gauquolin K. & F., 1982)

2 - Or they are described with Jupiterian and Saturnian
traits, showing a complex character linked as much to
Jupiter as to Saturn; this seems to be the case, for
instance, for Paul Newman, Robert Redford, etc.
Opposite esses appear in our list of scientists i
When Jupiter and Saturn were both situated in key sec
tors at thair birth, it is usually Saturn which fits
their charocter, and Jupiter which appears to occupy the
same key sector by chance only. This seems to be the
case with R.W.Holley, G.C.Pimentel, Ch.H.Townes, for
instance. See Figure 2.

But in the case of the famous sexuality therapeut
William H. Masters, Saturn and Jupiter could well have
been both relevant at the time of his birth, despite his
scientific occupation. See Figure 3.

Similar uncertainties about the really relevant planet
(or Dlanets) arise from csees in which more than two pla
nets occupy the key sectors following their rise, culmin
ation sottinq and lower culmination, i.e. sectors 1, 4,

12. 9. S ..<1 3. Onl, blc,r.p),lc.l not..
or the testimony of people who know the subject can help
for identifying which bodies are significant and which not.
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gifoire 2 ; Robert Hoi ley is a scientist bom with Jupiter and Saturn

in conjunction just after their rising point, i.e. in kov sector 1
(or House 12), The description of bis character in "Current Biogra-
phies"(l967) contains tvnically Saturn trait words and is of a ty
pically Saturnine shortness (Cauquelin H. & i'., 1982).
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Figure 3 : Villiam Masters, the physician specialized in sexuality

therapy, was bom with Jupiter in key sector 4 (House 9) and Saturn
in key sector 1 (House 12). The description of his character in
"Current Biographies" (l968) contains hot}: Jupiter (controversial,
challenging, superb mind, humor) and Saturn (looks old, strict se
curity precautions, delayed, careful, highly teolmical) trait words.
In his case both planets may be significant for ids personalily.
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Conclusion

The uncsrtainty about which planet has a sense, when
two or more occupy the key sectors in a chart, has not
8 great importance in a statistical investigation based
on numerous cases, if the expected frequencies are cor
rectly evaluated for each planet.^

For the practising astrologer, however, the problem
is important, since he deals with individual cases only.
We would suggest that he remein particularly cautious
in his advices to clients whose chart shows two conjunct
planets in an angular position; one of these angular
positions may not hava. any significance. Only the client's
personality can help guessing if this is the case, and
which of tha conjunct planets would be the aignificant
ens.
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1/ - This has been a matter of discussion, in the case of two conjunct
planeto, with J. Reverchon in France, and with C. Evans in London
(private comnninications).
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A tentative list of

ASTROLOGICAL CONFERENCES 1983

January through February : India's 2nd International
Astrological Conventioni
took place in several
main cities of this country.

26 - 27th March t 0.A.V.-Tagung, Bensheim.(Germany)

10 - 16th April s Hubert Workshop, Exeter University (U.K.)

T - 9th Kay : N.C.G.R. National Conference, New-York (USA)

21 - 22th Hay ; A.A. Res'earch Conference, London (U.K.)

16 - 19th June : Kosmobiosophische Tagung, Bensheim (Germ.)

End of August : A.F.A. Conference, Washington, B.C. (U.S.A.)
followed by NASO Conference

9-11 September i A.A. Conference, University of York (U.K.)

12 - 17 September : N.C.G.R.'s Master Class on Harmonics,

New-York (U.S.A.)

End of September i Kongress Oesterreichische Astrologiache
Gesellschaft, Vienna, Austria

End of October : 35. Kosmobiologische Forschungstagung ,
Stuttgart-Busnau (Germany)

(Please write to us for filling up omissions, or giving
more details about these conferences)




